Maximize new account openings safely with up-to-date
mover data and score-based verification.

Constant data breaches increase the
threat of new account identity fraud

ID Verification resolves more new
account applications

Data breaches have made consumer identity data available
in bulk on the black market, exposing more and more
customers to new account fraud.

ID Insight uses proprietary, unique address change data
and patented analytics to provide a precise risk-based
assessment when the question of identity must be answered.

»» Identity thieves have easy access to hundreds of
millions of stolen identities that include name, SSN,
and date-of-birth
»» Fraudsters systematically use the stolen identity
credentials to establish accounts in the victims’ names
»» Traditional solutions that rely solely on matching the
information supplied on the new account application to
verification databases are vulnerable
In order to carry out the new account fraud, the mailing
address is crucial to the scheme. The criminal includes the
stolen name, address and date-of-birth on the new account
application; however, they do not provide that victim’s
address. Why? Because fraudsters need an address that
they control to ensure that they receive their ill-gotten
gains—credit cards, debit cards and checks.
Financial services companies need automated, risk-based
solutions to combat the rising volume of new account fraud
attempts that elude traditional verification controls.

With millions of the stolen identities
easily available to the identity thieves,
verifying the mailing address is the
last line of defense.

»» ID Verification includes all of the traditional verification
data sources, plus relevant, recent and proprietary
address change data; better data coverage means
better verification rates.
»» ID Verification uncovers suspicious activity by
connecting identity profile attributes including mailing
addresses, phone numbers, email addresses and IP
addresses.
»» ID Verification doesn’t stop at identity matching – it
uses predictive analytics and a rules engine that allows
our customers to set score limits based on business
rules and risk tolerance.
ID Insight, the experts in address verification, have built a
proprietary database to increase address verification rates
and scoring algorithms that identify addresses that pose
unacceptable risk.
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For more information about how you can use
ID Verification to approve more accounts, reduce
fraud and meet compliance requirements,
– contact ID Insight today.

ID Verification is built to overcome new
account verification challenges

ID Verification examines hundreds of profile and identity-focused data
attributes seeking out-of-pattern behavior related to neighborhood
demographic and crime dynamics, historic mobility patterns and fraud
activity, and more. ID Verification includes:
»» Expansive Verification Sources:
ID Verification taps into a wide array of data
sources including multiple credit bureau
headers, utility directories, and phone
verification databases.
»» Proprietary, Recent Mover Data:
More than 500 financial institutions rely on
ID Insight to screen customer-requested profile
changes and address discrepancies. This data
feeds the solution and increases address
verification rates by 15 percent or more.
»» Address Differential Analysis: Our patented
approach to deeply analyzing address
discrepancies allows ID Verification to identify
highly suspicious or “out-of-pattern” move activity.
»» Predictive Scoring: ID Verification uses
context-aware analytics and predictive scoring
to isolate the majority of fraud in a very small
number of cases.
»» Flexible Business Rules: ID Insight’s
configurable decision engine allows financial
institutions to adjust matching rules based
on their specific business requirements and
risk tolerance.
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ID Verification provides
value in several ways

Prevents New Account Fraud Losses: With
a focus on automated detection through
expansive address and identity data and smart
analytics, ID Verification helps card issuers
detect new account fraud attempts.
Makes Compliance Easier and Cheaper:
ID Verification is well established as a riskbased, audit-ready means to comply with
the address discrepancy rules contained in
FACTA Red Flag 315 as well as CIP address
verification requirements.
Increases New Account Approvals: Financial
institutions avoid turning away profitable,
legitimate applicants simply because there is
an address discrepancy with their consumer
report. ID Verification accurately gauges
the likelihood of fraud, so account privileges
can be granted to deserving customers
immediately.
Reduces Review Expenses: With ID Verification,
card issuers don’t waste time manually
investigating address discrepancies that are
most likely from legitimate customers. The
ID Verification score accurately pinpoints the
small fraction of genuinely risky applications
that warrant investigation.
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